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Convention: Save
the dates, Nov. 10-13

Oregon schools can and must prepare
students for a rewarding and challenging
future. At the OSBA convention, you will
sharpen your focus, discover new ideas and
insights and be inspired by national experts
and the successes of Oregon colleagues.
This year’s keynote speakers are: Ian
Jukes, an experienced educator and author
who looks sharply at how schools must
evolve to survive in the changing culture of
the 21st century; Dr. Yong Zhao, a distinguished professor with a personal perspective on the education systems in both the
U.S. and China; and Mark Speckman, Willamette University football coach, who has
unique credentials to speak on the power of
the human spirit to overcome difficulties.
Convention is your most important professional development opportunity of the
year, plan now to attend. More information
is online at www.osba.org/AC.

Senator Merkley hears from
OSBA members on NCLB and STEM
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Continued on page 2

Legislative advocacy: Board member
input is more important than ever
Last week, OSBA and COSA published
their joint 2011 Legislative Summary which
gives a brief synopsis of the new laws impacting the personnel, operations, programs
and finance of school districts, education
service districts, charter schools and community colleges. (The summary is online,
www.osba.org/legsummary2011.) Later this
summer, a more detailed analysis of new legislation affecting education will be released
in the OSBA/COSA Legislative Report.
Between now and the start of the February
2012 Session, Governor Kitzhaber and his
staff will be working feverishly to redesign
Oregon’s system of delivering education
from birth through college. His Oregon Education Investment Team is focused on bringing a report back to the 2012 Legislature

with recommendations to
create a “seamless zeroto-20 education funding
and governance system.”
The newly created Oregon Education Investment
Board and Early Learning
Council will also be heavily involved in this work.
OSBA Executive Director
Kevin McCann and staff
are following the meetings of these new entities and will make sure that OSBA members
are kept up to date on breaking news. We
also encourage you to follow the work yourself; the latest updates are available from the
Governor’s office.
Continued on page 4
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PRESIDENT’S POST

Developing moral intelligence is
key to building a better future
As we move into the
warm, languid days
of mid-summer in Oregon, I find myself
reflecting about significant events in the
life of our association
during the past few
months. One of those
David Beeson
is our Summer ConferOSBA president
ence, which was held
in Bend in mid-July,
the theme “Building a Brighter Day.”
By all accounts this conference, with its
content traditionally focused on the needs
of newly-elected school board directors,
was a great success. The beautiful Central
Oregon setting combined with clear dry air
infused with juniper and sage, were conducive to both learning and camaraderie
among those in attendance.
The hands-down highlight of this conference, in my view, was the opportunity to
hear the keynote address by Dr. Michele
Borba. Dr. Borba is an internationally renowned educator and expert in the area of
child development and parenting. She is a
frequent guest in the electronic media, and
is the author of 23 books focusing on various aspects of behavior, character, and social development. The focus of her message
at Bend was primarily about character, or
about what she terms ‘moral intelligence.’
Dr. Borba detailed the life-long process
of character development in individuals,
how the foundations for this development
are laid in childhood within families, continuing through the more formal educational process and later through life experience.
Dr. Borba asserts that moral intelligence is
the capacity, continually growing throughout the lifetime of an individual, to decipher right from wrong, and thus to act in all
matters in a just and decent way.
In our culture, we used to view this under the broad heading of ‘citizenship’ and
the virtues associated with being a ‘good
citizen.’ Dr. Borba lists what she terms the
“seven virtues of moral intelligence and
strong character” – empathy, conscience,
self-control, respect, kindness, tolerance,
and fairness. In my local service, our school
district directors have had ongoing conversations about these virtues as we address

items such as student bullying, cheating,
lack of respect, sportsmanship and related
issues. In the Silver Falls community, with
only few exceptions, I see a generation of
young people who are bright, open, who
embrace these seven virtues and who already exhibit high development of moral
intelligence and strong character.
Yet we live and work in era marked by
some of the worst personal ethical and moral
failures seen in our history, and at the highest
levels of leadership both in business and in
our political life. On an almost daily basis, it
seems, we witness the tragic spectacle of our
political and business leaders resigning in
shame, or being led away in cuffs. The damage to our society and to the lives of individuals is enormous. The results can be cynicism,
widespread distrust, a tearing of the fabric
that binds us together as a people.
As educators, we have both the unique
responsibility and the unique opportunity
to embrace the work of building moral intelligence in our citizens. Just as boards of
education can have enormous impact on,
as examples, student achievement, teacher
quality, or effective use of scarce resources
– so too can our impact in the area of building moral intelligence be enormous. It is
work that has profound and lasting effects
on the lives of individual citizens, for our
institutions of business and government,
for the future of our society and for our nation’s leadership in the world arena. Indeed,
in my view, the work of building moral intelligence in our future citizens and leaders,
in partnership with parents and families,
faith communities, and others, may arguably be the most important work we embrace in public education in our current era.
As school leaders in your local communities around Oregon, I invite you to give
thought to this concept and challenge you
to keep this idea before you at every turn in
your deliberations and your work as locally-elected leaders. The stakes are high, the
need apparent and the results of our investment in this critical work is transforming
and lasting far beyond our time. Together,
we can truly build toward a brighter day.

David Beeson, OSBA President

grams, thereby decreasing access for many
students to STEM opportunities. But she
noted that the Reynolds School District has
made vocational and technical education a
priority through a ten-year partnership with
neighboring districts and the Center for
Advanced Learning and a two-year partnership with the ACE Academy (Academy
for Architecture, Construction, and Engineering). She told the Senator that these
are shining examples of business and education working together and urged funding for their replication around the state.
Delaney-Davis also said that without the
commitment of the district, community and
local businesses, these opportunities would
become another victim of budget cuts.
When the roundtable discussion concluded, Senator Merkley opened a hearing of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions entitled “Educating Our Children to Succeed in the Global
Economy.” Invited testimony was heard on
the same topics of STEM and NCLB from
a broad range of individuals representing
businesses like Intel, non-profits like OMSI,
and the Superintendent of the David Douglas School District. OSBA Associate Executive Director Tricia Yates submitted written
testimony asking Congress to provide relief
to school districts from NCLB sanctions in
the absence of reauthorization and improvements to the law.
In summarizing the day, Sen. Merkley
said he had heard the concerns with NCLB
policies voiced from every corner of the
state. “School board members, parents,
teachers and even students told me how
students need support throughout the day –
not just during the school day – to achieve
their full potential.”
Sen. Merkey is leading efforts to improve
STEM education and will take the stories
he heard in Oregon back to his committee
to emphasize the value of increasing access
to science, technology, engineering and
math courses and investing more to recruit,
train and support STEM teachers.
“A high quality education is the foundation for our children, families, and nation to
thrive, and I will continue to look for your
ideas and energy to make it a reality in each
and every school,” he concluded.
The Oregon School Boards Association
appreciates the leadership role Senator
Merkley has taken in efforts to improve
NCLB and promote STEM education and
applauds his efforts to understand how
these policies impact schools, students, and
families in Oregon.
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KEEPING YOU IN THE LOOP

The work we do doesn’t stop for summer
Like teachers and
principals, I’m sometimes asked if OSBA
employees take summers off. My answer
is “mostly no, but
sometimes yes.” At
OSBA, we encourage
our employees to take
Kevin McCann
some vacation time
OSBA executive
during the summer to
director
travel or spend time
with family, but aside
from that we are working full speed this
time of year.
In late June, the OSBA Board held its
summer planning retreat, and that was followed by our staff planning retreat. These
activities help us focus on the new realities
in education, which is no small task given
the challenges districts in Oregon face. Our
planning process culminates in September
when the OSBA Board discusses the plans
and formally adopts goals for the year.
In mid-July, OSBA’s Summer Board
Conference in Bend was a huge success.
We had over 180 attendees, including the
pre-conference day of workshops. Friday’s
preconference session, “Between a Rock
and a Hard Place” had about 40 people dis-

cussing various ways districts are dealing
with their budget crises. My staff turned
their expertise to everything from school
closures and program reductions, to shared
services and what happens if a district runs
out of money. Feedback about this event
was very positive.
Also this month, the trustees for our
PACE property and casualty insurance
program held their quarterly meeting just
prior to the Oregon Association of School
Business Officials conference, and both
PACE and OSBA will e at the OASBO
conference – as exhibitors and presenting workshops. And work is well along on
planning this fall’s OSBA convention.
Our Legislative and Public Affairs team
has completed their summary of legislation
that was passed in the 2011 session; our
lawyers are handling record numbers of inquiries for districts; we’re rewriting several
key publications; and, others on our staff
are assisting many districts in collective
bargaining.
After thinking about all the work the
OSBA staff is doing this summer, I think I
need a vacation!
Kevin McCann, OSBA executive director

BEST PRACTICES: Limiting liability

Heat related illnesses and school sports
Every year, recreational, high school,
collegiate and professional athletes die as a
direct result of participation in sports. Exertional heat stroke (EHS) is a serious medical
condition and one of the top three causes of
sudden death in athletes – and the leading
cause of death during summer months.
EHS is precipitated by intense physical activity that causes a rise in core body
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temperature.
Although most
likely to occur
in hot humid
conditions, it can occur in
any weather. Factors such as
hydration, fitness level, work-to-rest ratios, acclimatization and illness can affect
an athlete’s tolerance for heat. It is imperative that coaches are trained in the signs and
symptoms of heat-related illnesses and how
to respond to a heat-related emergency.
The Oregon School Activities Association (OSAA) provides information about
signs and symptoms of heat illnesses, hydration guidelines for student athletes,
practice models, and heat index calculators
(http://www.osaa.org/sportsmedicine/fallpracticemodel.pdf).

Between a rock
and a hard place:

What are the options?
Schools across Oregon are examining
various strategies to reduce their budgets
and still deliver high-quality, equitable education. At the “Between a Rock and a Hard
Place” pre-conference at OSBA’s Summer
Board Conference, several options were
examined, from the perspectives of what is
legal, what really reduces the bottom line
and short-term versus long-term impacts.
Some of the topics covered included:
• Four-day weeks – In 2008, approximately 44 of 190 school districts in Oregon
had four-day school weeks. For 20092011, that number increased to more than
60 school districts and is now 90 for the
coming year. Benefits can be realized in
transportation costs, utilities, maintenance, classified staff hours and substitute
teacher pay. Additionally, there are benefits in increased staff development time
and improvements in staff and student attendance. Nationally, the actual savings
range between two and five percent.
• Charter school conversion – Currently 13
single-school districts in Oregon have converted to operating as charter schools. The
law allows districts to convert one or more
schools to charters, but not all, unless you
only have one school. The main reasons
districts are making this change are more
flexibility for enrollment, curriculum and
teacher licensure and grant funding.
• Foundations and school fees – Some
districts have turned to separate school
foundations, overseen by a separate
board of directors, to raise funds for
school activities. Foundations have fewer restrictions than districts, but must still
comply with ethics rules, Title IX, etc.
Schools cannot charge fees for regular
school programs or for activities related
to required curriculum, but can charge
for extracurricular activities, security deposits on athletic and musical equipment
or optional and voluntary participation.
The session also looked at:
• Program reductions, layoff & recall
• School closures
• Shared services and consolidation
• Running out of money/receivership
Many of these subjects will be presented
in workshops at the OSBA convention this
fall. If you need more information now,
contact OSBA, 503-588-2800 or 800-5786722.
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Legislative advocacy – from page 1
One of the catchphrases of the 2011 session was that the “status quo” of public education in Oregon is not acceptable. While
school board members across Oregon are
working hard to improve student achievement, equity of opportunities, and outcomes
for every student, it is more important than
ever for OSBA members to make their voices heard by their legislators and the governor, and share what works and what doesn’t
‘on the ground’ in their local schools.
As Oregon begins some of the most ambitious changes to our public education system
in decades and you consider what changes to
Oregon’s education system would help your
district, schools, and students, we wanted
to share another perspective on the “status
quo.” In the closing days of the 2011 session,
Rep. Lew Frederick (D-Portland), offered
his thoughts on the “status quo” of public
education in Oregon:
“What is the status quo of education
in Oregon? I’ve seen our public education from a variety of perspectives over
the last 35 years, as a classroom teacher,
reporter, parent, PTA member, school
district spokesperson, member of the
state board of education, member of the
national PTA board and finally as a legislator. I have some idea of where we’ve
been and how we got here. The status quo
in our education is ‘continued turmoil’ –
resources and opportunities perpetually
ratcheting downward; contempt for the
profession of teaching that is nothing
short of spirit crushing. Turmoil has been
a destructive constant in Oregon for over
20 years…this is not an environment that
brings about innovation or excellence

Title IX complaint filed against Oregon schools
A complaint, filed with the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) of the U.S. Department of
Education last April, claims 60 school districts in Oregon violated Title IX requirements because they failed to provide the
same athletic opportunities for both boys
and girls. The OCR is currently reviewing
the complaint to determine what action, if
any, it will take; they have not yet revealed
who filed the complaint.
Title IX states “no person in the United
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subject to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance….” Since
athletics are included in Title IX, schools
receiving federal money are required to
provide the same sports opportunities for
or any of the other qualities we say we
want. It is an environment that prevents
them, thwarts them, crushes them....”
During the next six months, OSBA is going to continue working on the next phase
of mandate relief and we are optimistic that
with your input, the newest iteration of education reform can reduce paperwork and
bureaucracy for districts while improving
achievement for all students. But without
your input and participation, we won’t be
able to achieve these goals.
For help contacting your elected representatives or for more information on the
education work occurring during the interim, contact your Legislative and Public Affairs staff, 800-578-6722 or 503-588-2800.

girls as for boys.
In evaluating an institution’s compliance
with Title IX, the OCR looks at three factors:
• Participation numbers; are both genders
participating in athletics equally?
• If participation numbers are off, is the district demonstrating expansion of opportunities for the underrepresented gender?
• Can the district demonstrate that the athletic opportunities are offered adequately
to meet the interests and abilities of the
district’s populations?
The 594-page complaint identifies almost
100 Oregon high schools as not being in
compliance. The complaint is based solely
on the difference between the percentage of
girls enrolled and the percentage of athletes
who are girls at each school, according to
data submitted by schools to the Oregon
School Activities Association (OSAA) in
2006 (the most recent data available). The
complaint also argues school districts must
not only offer opportunities for girls, they
must also ensure participation in sports proportionate to female enrollment. Cheerleading, drill team, pep band and dance activities are not considered sports by the OSAA.
As districts make difficult financial decisions, it is important to remember to offer equal opportunities for boys and girls
to participate in sports. Cutting only girls’
teams may raise red flags. Use a standard
procedure in deciding what programs to cut
to eliminate potential bias claims.
If you have questions regarding Title IX,
contact Morgan Smith, OSBA attorney,
msmith@osba.org, 800-578-6722 or 503588-2800.

